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ABSTRACT 

Some speculations on a causal model that 

seems to provide a common conceptual foundation 

for Relativity, Gravitation and Quantum Mechanics 

are presented. The present approach is a unifying 

of three theories. The f i r s t being the repulsive 

theory of gravitational forces f i rs t proposed by 

Lesage in the eighteenth century. Lesage attcrcps 

to explain gravitational forces from the Principle 

of Conservation of Momentum of some hypothetical 

particles, which we shall call gravitons. These 

gravitons, whose density is assumed homogenous are 

constantly colliding with objects. The 

gravitational force 1s caused by a shielding 

effect of bodies when are near each other. 

One also can make a clear physical distinction 

between an accelerating and a non-accelerating 

object from this viewpoint. 

The second of these theories 1s the Brown1an 

Motion Theory of Quanta» Mechanics or 5tocas t ic 

Mechanics which treats t'*.« non-d*ter»1nist1c 
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Mature of Quantum Mechanics as beina due to a 

Brownian notion of all objects. This Brownian 

motion beuic caused by the statistical variation 

in the graviton fU-*. 

The above two theories are unified in this 

article with the Causal Theory of Special 

Relativity. Within th/e present context, the time 

dilations (and other effects) of Relativity are 

explained by assuming that the rate of a clock 1s 

a function of the total nuaber or Intensity of 

gravltons and the average frequency or energy of 

the gravitons that the clock receives. Two clocks 

having son* relative velocity in the saise 

Intensity gravitational field would then have a 

different rate because the average frequency of 

the gravltons would be different for each clock 

due to the Ooppltr If feet. That 1s, they would 

essentially be tn different fields considering 

both the frequency and Intensity. The Special 

Theory would then be the special case of the 

General Theory where the Intensity is constant but 

the average frequency varies. 
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In a l l the orevious i t is r.cccssar, to assume 

a par t icu lar n;*del of the creation of the 

universe, nanely the Big Bang Theory. Tnis 

assunption g*ves us the exister.;e of a preferred 

reference frame, the frare ir, which the Bir Banc 

explosion vm at r e ; t . The atavc concepts of 

graviton d i s t r i bu t i on and real time d i la t ions 

become reaningful £>y'assuning the Sic Panr Theory 

along with th is preferred frar.e. An experimental 

test is proposed. 
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I 

"Gnce a theoretical idea has beer icquired one 

does well to hold fast to it until it leads to an 

untenable conclusion" 

A. Einstein 

In 'his article v/e shall consider some 

speculation on a causal model that could provide 

the conceptual fcuncations for the unifying of the 

areas of Relativity, Gravitation and Quantum 

Mechanics. Since gravitons play a basic role 1n 

this model w« call 1t the Graviton Mocel or GM for 

short. 

For convenience all the axioms needed for GM 

are listed in Section II. In Sections i n . IV, V 

and VI the areas of Gravitation, Quantum 

Mechanics., Special Relativity and General 

Relativity respectively are reviewed from the 

stand point of 01. Section VII discusses sone 

problems that arise-from this model. Finally, in 
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Section VIII a feasible experimental test of this 

viewpoint as applied to Relativity is described. 
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il AXIOMS 

Several axions are needed in order to develop 

C'l. V.e prefer to list then all in one section so 

that the development of each area is not 

disr , leá. The meaning of each axiom should gain 

clarity fron the context in which they are used in 

the different sections. 

(1) The Big Sang Theory of the creation of the 

universe is correct. That 1s, at cne point in 

tine all the matter and energy in the universe was 

concentrated in one small portion of space. Then 

there was a cataclysmic explosion. This explosion 

forced the matter and energy (photons, gravitor.s, 

etc.) to be distributed throughout the universe 

reaching the form we now see. The 

hypothetical reference frame 1n which this 

explosion was at rest 1s called SP, for the 

preferred reference system. 

It will be seen that fror> the point of view 

of the Specie! Theory of Relativity this frame 
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plays the role of the classical aether frame. 

(2) All photons and gravltons have the velocity 

c in vacuutr. relative to SP when they dre not 

"bound" to some particle. A graviton by 

definition is assumed to be those "special'' 

photons which for reasons not understood are 

responsible for all gravitational effects. A 

photon is assumed to be strictly a particle 

concept. Any type wave considerations are only 

considered to be some mathematical formalisn.. 

(3) It is also assumed that both the intensity 

and frequency distribution of gravitons are 

uniformly distributed in an isotropic manner 

relative to SP (except possibly for small 

irregularities near objects} in a large section of 

the universe which includes our galaxy. Also the 

gravlton density 1$ such that in any small volume 

of space there are "many" of then. 

With the present assumption, SP sees the note 

number of gravitons of each frequency in all 
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special directions per unit tlf-e interval of his. 

A reference frerre S having a constant velocity 

relative tc SP would not see the isotropy because 

of the lopp)^r Effect which we assine applies to 

çràvitcns. S would observe all the gravitons to 

have tneir fracjency blue shifted in the direction 

of the velocity and red shifted in the opposite 

direction. If cne uses the relativists doppler 

forru'd th': average frequency S would receive is 

blue shified. 

This assumption of isotropy is not necessary. 

It is tr-àác principally for convlence at this 

point. The reason it is not necessary 1s roughly 

because of the proportionality of Inertlal and 

gravitational nass. ThH *rfll be gone Into 

further at another time. 

{4} All matter objects (I.e. anything traveling 

at a velocity lass than the speed of light 

relative to SP) have the property that when they 

are M t by a gravlton the natter object 

Momentarily "abtorbs" the fravlton and tJwn earfts 
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i t at sons ancle relative to i ts original 

direction. This angle is 5 function of the 

frequency of the graviton and the velocity of the 

object relative to SP. 

(5) Given a fixed density or flux 0' grevitons 

the number absorceci by an o*>j?r* is : rcoortio-.il 

to a property only of that object which we call 

its mass. Also the-nur;i«?r of graviteis absorbed 

by an object is very "s.-.;ll" corsared with the 

density of the çravitons. 

{6) Cnly objects traveling at tee speed of light 

have romentira zni iner tú as en attribute 

intrinsic to i tse l f , tetter objects in themselves 

have no inertia or moirentum. Matter objects 

adquire these jttributes only fron the gravitons. 

That i s , a ratter object is constantly being hit 

by many gravitcns at any instant; only by virtue 

of these gravitons and the object's abi l i ty to 

absorb and emit these gravitons does the object 

adquire I ts Inertia and s-.̂ oentum. 

http://rcoortio-.il
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(7) !he rate of a clock and the length of ? rod 

are functions r>f thr total r •„•**»- and average 

frequencies of the gravitons that they receive. 

The rate of a clock add the length of a rod ( in a 

uniform gravitat-'cnal fieltí ] a^e given by the 

expressions 

At • At0/ v7 1 - vZ/cZ ant! al - Alj / \/ 1 - v?/c 

respectively, where a t 0 and i l are the rest 

values in Sn and v is their velocity relative to 

SP. These contractions are considered real 

contractions. The word V e i l " * is used in its 

intuit ive sense, In* sane sense that one would use 

i t in Lorenti's aether theory ( Lorentz (1923)). 

* The objection that the concept of real time 
dilation is not well grounded because t cay have 
no objective experimental significance is not 
valid no mora than th« objection that the concept 
of inert ia! freme. 1$ invalid because i t has no 
objective experimental significance. 
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HI GRAVITATION 

This section discusses the classical ttecry 

of gravitation frcm the point of view cf G.V. To 

explain grcvitational forces we use a modification 

of a theory of lesage which dates beefc to the 

eighteen century, as given later by Prescott 

(1877). 

A 

With the first six assumptions of Section II 

gravitational forces can be explained in terns of 

the conservation of monertun of the eravitons. If 

we have a matter object 01 stationary in SP then 

It would remain stationary (except possibly for 

»ery small movements due to some statist ical 

fluctuations in the graviton flux) beciuse the 

momentum i t receives frora the gravltons is 

balanced via the assumption of isotropy (II .3) . 

flow if we put another matter object 02 in the 

neighborhood of 01 then the isotropy around 01 

would be lost . Object 02 would have absorbed some 
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gravitons and emitted then at some ancle, this 

fact destroys the isotropy around 01. 

Analogously, the presence of 02 will destroy the 

isotropy around 01. Therefore, 01 an<1 02 would be 

forced towards each other. Rensember we assuoe an 

object aMorbs only a small nurrber of the 

available gravizors so 01 and u<£ wou'J'l still 

receive çravitons frcra all directions (I.e. have 

inertia in ail directions) but it would be 

unbalanced. Just froa geometrical considerations 

it is dear that the "strengh" at which they are 

being forced together or the force between then is 

inversely proportional to the distance between 

then and proportional to the product of the 

ability of each object to absorb gravitons. Thus 

Newton's Law of Gravitation can be considered 

satisfied for matter objects stationary In SP. 

B 

There 1s. however, an objection raised by 

ft.P. Feynaen (1963) to Usage's Theory. The 

objection 1s at follows: if we give say 01 a 
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velocity, v, then it should naturally slow down 

because the graviton flux is no longer symmetric 

about it. 

One possible way of overcoming this would be 

to assume that each graviton is emitted in the 

sare direction fron which it was absorbed. Then 

considering both the absorption and emission 

(action and reaction)- momentum there is no 

imbalance since they would equal each other. This 

is not satisfrxtory, of course, since then one 

could not account for gravitional forces between 

objects, since the density of gravitons would be 

uneffected by the presence of an object. 

But if one considers both the momentum from 

absorption and emission, and supposes as is done 

in Assumption (4) that the angle of emission is a 

function of frequency, the larger the frequency 

the smaller the angle, then one can obtain a 

momentum balance. That 1s, there will be no net 

forces on an object having a constant velocity v, 

even though the synnetry about the object 1s lost 
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when v is not equal to zero. 

Unfortunately there are many ways of 

obtaining an angle relationship which will satisfy 

the above. Eelow we give the simplest way of 

obtaining a -.nentun balance in oroer to 

illustrate that I t can be done. 

The particular assunptions made in the 

following di-or.stration are oy no neans necessary 

to obtain a rrrentuat balance. Let an object CB 

have a velocity v relative to SP in the plus 

x-dlrection. Let N be the total nynber of 

gravitons per unit tine interval of S? fron the 

plus x-d1rection that OB would receive i f i t was 

• t rest in SP. Let P be the «v&raoe nosnentuei of 

each graviton. So i f OB were at rest in SP it 

Mould receive PR » H P nonenturi per unit tis* 

Interval frcn the plus x-dlrection. Since 05 nas 

the velocity v the actual monentuai would be ?* * 

P (Hv/c) per unit tin» interval of SP. Reneabtr 

we are doing # «acentua balance froo SP, $o only 

the nusber of gravitons will changes, and not the 
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average frequency. Likewise the momentum that OB 

would receive from the lainus x-d1rect1on would be 

PL - P (1-v/c) 

Now we must consider the reaction morwntum, 

let 7HR and THL be the angles at which each 

graviton from the plus and minus x-direction* is 

emitted respectively. It is assumed, since there 

1s no reason to prefer a spacial direction, that 

the gravitons ire emitted uniformly in 36C decrees 

around the x-axis at these angles THR and THL. 

This assumption also saves us the trouble of 

balancing the momentum in any other direction 

other than the x-direction for gravitons 

originating In the x-d1rect1ons. Also assume that 

each graviton { relative to SP ) does not change Its 

frequency in this absorption-emission process. 

So then the emitted gravitons contribute the 

«omenta PR cos(THR) and PL cos(THL) respectively. 

It we require the momentum to balance we get 

PR - PR CW(THR) • PL - PL CO$(TMt) 
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which gives 

(Uy/c)/(l-v/c) « (l-cos(THL})/(1-co<.(TKR)) 

cos(ThP.) = cos(TH.l) (l-v/c)/{Hv/c) • 1 - (l-v/c)/(l+v/c). 

This relationship between THR and THL gives 

the desired momentum balance. That is, with this 

particular engle relationshin there is no n<.t 

force on an abject having a velocity v < c. This 

balance is only for the x-t!irectien, in reality 

all directions nust be considered. But if we 

assune each direction balances independently 

except for a constant multiple, the previous 

suffices. 

C 

notice that in Assumption ( I I .4) i t was 

assumed that there u»i a tim lag bet een the 

absorption and the emission of a gravitort. This 

m i done to give a distinction between an object 

having a constant velocity and one having sont 

acceleration. 
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First note that (always thinking relative to 

SP in which everything is isotropic) the tine 

difference between emission ana absorption is not 

relevant zo the momentum balance for an object 

with a constant velocity. This is due to the fact 

that the shift in frequency and flux in each 

direction are consta.pt. 

But if the object is accelerating, using the 

assumption that the angle of emission is a 

function of frequency, v/hich in turn is a function 

of velocity, one losses the momentum balance. 

That i s , if there is son» finite tine lag between 

emission and absosption, any momentum balance that 

worked for a constant velocity would be lost 

because the graviton frequencies would be 

constantly changing. 

So GM makes a real physica) distinction 

between an object having a constant velocity and 

an object not having a constant velocity. That 

1s, 1t gives a physical basis to Newton's First 

and Second Laws. Note that this physical 

http://consta.pt
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d is t inc t ion is net based or. scne jbsolute corc&pt 

of space. Tr.is d is t inc t ion is based only on the 

d is t r ibu t ion of 7-avitons, wnirn was i n i t i a l l y 
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IV QUANTUM »XCHA'1ICS 

A 

This section discusses &' in re lat ionship to 

Ouant-jrn Mechanics. The basic viewpoint of a 

Erc.rrian .Motior. type in terpreta t ion of Quanta 

Mechanics .•.as teer: proposed ar.d developed by a 

nurber of researchers (see for instance Bo*;-, 

Nelson, Dankel, Weizel, Kershaw, Co-tusar and 

Fenyes} so th is &re\ is reasonable well developed, 

for instance Nelson (19£S) gives a derivat ion of 

Schrodinger's t i r e independent ecu3t"on, and thc-

reader is referred to the previous references for 

de ta i l s . Also see the -ecent booh by 3el infante 

(1S73) which gives a survey of Hidden Variable 

Theories and a discusion of experimental tes ts . 

Below only the basic idea i s presented. This area 

is cal led Stccastic Mechanics by sone researchers 

(Dankel (1970)). 

We imagine t h a t , even re la t i ve to SP, tne 

f lux of gravi t ies is not qui te per fect ly 
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isotropic. There are very sfnall asynisetries due 

prinurily to the preser.ee of r3ttor. So in any 

given snail volume of space we have small 

statistical variations in the graviton flux. Thus 

we hay? her» a situation analogous to the Kinetic 

Theory of Gases. Objects are, so to speak, 

floating in a sea of ^rcvitons. Because of the 

statistical variations in the graviton flux, an 

object would undergo snail rantíom notions 

anelccous to Brownian notions. It becories, at 

this point, meaningless to speak of identically 

prepared particles ( i .e . sare momentum and 

position). In any set of "identically" prepared 

particles only an average value of momentum and 

position would have meaning. Note that <?' would 

differ from the'Kinetic Theory of Gases in that 

the gravltons themselves would very rarely 

collide. In terras of the Kinetic Theory this 

would; be analogous to a wery large mean frtt path. 

Also since tttt universe 1s expanding, equilibrium 

conditions between matter and gravitons would not 

nave to eventually COM «bout. 

http://preser.ee
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He remark that in the quoted papers the cause 

of the Brownian Motion is r>ot discussed.* It is 

usually assuned explicitly or implicitly that all 

particles undergo a Brownian type motion relative 

to some hypothetical "fluid". Whereas in our 

context, we explicitly postulate the existence cf 

gravitons, which cause Brownian fiction. Also 

in the terminology of Beünfante (1S73) it is not 

at all clear as to which type of Hidden Variable 

Theory the previous Brownian Motion considerations 

would lead to. 

B 

On an intuitive level, from the Stochastical 

Mechanical viewpoint, several Important Quanta 

Mechanical effects become clear. First there will 

be a natural statistical Indeterainancy in the 

position and momentum of a particle as there is in 

Brownian movement. Second the position of an 

electron near a nucleus would not be fixed but be 

smeared because of its proximity to a large «nass. 

The large mass would Introduce larger than r.orr»! 

* An exception to th.s is apparently Uelzel {1953} 

who. postulates the existence at soae hypothetical 

particles which he calls zmront. 
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statistical /eriations in the gravlton flux, only 

statistical orbits of the electron would have 

meaning. And thirdly the quantization of energy 

would exist because of the very discreetness of 

the gravitons. Extrapolating fron this try and 

explain the energy levels of an atom is, of 

course, another question. 
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V THE SPECIAL THEORY OF RELATIVITY 

A 

In this section the special theory of 

relativity is discussed in relation to G'S. This 

1s a sumary of the viewpoint expressed in 

Buonomano (1974). 

Throughout this section we assume that all 

reference frames are in a uniform gravitational 

field. That i s , relative to SP the graviton flux 

1s uniform and Isotropic. By definition any 

reference fra#e having a constant velocity 

relative to SP Is called en inertial reference 

frame. Set Section VIII for a proposal of an 

expeHoental test of tills viewpoint. 

It Is «tell known mat the Urentz 

Transformations are easily derivable (see 

BuonoKdrto (1974) Section II! for Instance) frc» 

the assumptions of a preferred rtfortneo frane, 

real-tine dilations end real length contractions. 

Since all the other effects of the Special Theory 
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ot Relativity are derivable from the Lorentz 

transformations plus the Principles of the 

Conservations of Energy and fiomentun, this theory 

is sat isf ied by Gtt from a forml point of view. 

Since in C! the time dilations (etc.) are treated 

as being rea l , we must offer a rausal 

explanatiM why cloçks have different rates at 

different velocit ies. The explanation follows 

from the Ooppler Effect. That 1s two clocks 

having a different velocities relat ive to SP 

perceive the graviton f l u * á í f f r rent ly because of 

the Ooppler Effect. 

For exaaple, I f we have e clock Init ial ly at 

rest In SP i t receives tech gravlton frequency In 

en Isotropic «anner. I f we then give i t the 

velocity V. the clock would then perceive the 

gravltons blue shifted In the direction of Its 

velocity and red shifted In the contrary 

direction. Using the Relatlvlstic Ooppler Formula 

(see Section VII I -8) 1t Is easy to show, after 

stoning over al l special directions, the clock 

would see the average gravlton frequency hint 
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shifted. 

So fro» the point of view of GM the Special 

Theory of Relativity is a special case of the 

General Theory in other than an abstract 

Mathematical sense. That is, it is the special 

case where the intensity of the field is constant, 

but the frequencies are different for each 

observer having a different velocity. 

The previous mentioned reference (Bwonoaano 

(1974)) discusses varies aspects of the 

aforeaentioned viewpoint Including its application 

to the Twin Paradox. 
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V. GFNEPAL RELATIVITY 

In this section the point of view of GM in 

relationship to the General Theory of Relativity 

is presente*;. The Princiole of the Equality of 

Gravitational and Inertial Mass is discussed in 

Part A» the Principle of Equivalence in Part B, 

and the three ftasous tests of the General Theory 

in Parts C, D and F respectively. Also Part E 

gives an alternate derivation of the tine dilation 

prediction of the General Theory of Relativity. 

A 

Tht philosophical spirit of the General 

Theory of Relativity Is •alntainted in a pleasing 

•armer. First there is no concept of an absolute 

space that Is presupposed in GM, «that defines 

space 1s son* Man statistical distribution of 

gravitons. Tht init ial distribution of gravitlons 

being determined by tht B1g Bang explosion. 

Secondly tht concepts of inetial, active and 

passive gravitational «ass all represent one and 
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the same attribute of a matter object, that is its 

ability to absorb and emit gravitons. By 

Assumption ( 11 -5 ) this ability is crtly i function 

of the ratter object (given a fixc-J grcvitor. flux) 

the graviton density determines the inertial irass 

of a ratter object * . The gravitational rass of 

an object is a measure of a ratter object's 

ability to disrupt the graviton distributee in 

its neighborhood. But this ability is just its 

ability to absorb gravitons whicn <s the very ane 

attribute which gives i t its ir.ortial riss. It is 

clear that in the previous sentence, it is 

justifield to use gravitational rass as equivalent 

to both the active and passive gravitational n»ss. 

Mach's Principle may not be satisfied by G?-' 

in the following sense. Consider Mach's statsr.snt 

(Hach (1893)) that the earth's rotation would be 

equivalent to the earth not rotating wit* si! tnt 

* The situation is actually /core complicated in 
the sense that inertia would õlso deper.is on the 
t1m* lag between the emission and absorbtion of 
gravitons as discussed in section III. C . This 
will be made clearer at another time. 
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fixed starts rotetinq instead. That is , only 

relative motion is raccninçful. In GM notion is 

meaningful relative to soce mean statistical 

graviton distribution. If all the fixed stars 

suddenly b?an to rotate and the earth stopped 

rotating, this would certainly effect the graviton 

distribution, but not necessarily in a «anner that 

would nake the above statement of Kach correct. 

8 

Since the Principle of Equivalence relates 

strongly with the proportionality of inertial and 

gravitational jaess (see Fock (1964)). It would not 

be unreasonable to expect its validity in GM. But 

as far as trying to offer a physical explanation 

In relation to the gravlton flux, we have little 

of Interest to soy. It Is hoped that the 

Principle of Equivalence could provide us with 

some heuristic direction in determining the 

quantitative structure. 

It 1s reaarked though that from the point of 
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view of tire considerations in GM there is a 

fundarental cistir.ction that one is forced to rake 

between a clock in a gravitational field and one 

undergoing an equivalent acceleration m a zero 

gravitational potential field. A cicck undergoing 

a constant acceleration would be continually 

changing its velocity. Therefore by the section 

on Special Relativity the rate of the'clock would 

be continually charging. That is relative to S' a 

clock accelerirg is always changing its rate, but 

a clock in sorre equivalent gravitational field ivas 

a constant rate. This we know frc-i experiserts. 

!t is noted that tr.e previous considerations do 

not at all apply to the Principle of Equivalence 

in regard to its validity in GM since the 

Principle of Equivalence is a local principle. 

C 

Qualitatively the bendins of light rays in a 

gravitational field presents no probler. since 

gravitons would collide with other gravitons as 
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well as photons. 

0 

In Assumption (11.7) and in the section on 

Special Relativity i t was assumed that the rate of 

a clock and the lengh of a rod is a function of 

thfc total maaber and the average frequency of the 

gravitors they receive, for the case of a clock 

or a rod in an isotropic field an explicit formula 

was given. That formula was naturally motivated 

to give us agreement'with the Special Theory of 

Relativity. 

Wt have no simlHar explicit formula for the 

case of i varying gravitational field, in fact the 

situation appears to be even worse in the 

following sense. Vie know fron experience (Pound 

and Snider (1963), and Hafele and Keating (1972)) 

that the stronger the gravitational field the 

slower a clock. First reaeaber that in SM a 

stronger gravitational field 1$ actually a "field" 

of lower gravlton density. For example, the 
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graviton density increases as we go away for the 

earth. So this would say the more gravitons (i.e. 

the «ore energy) a clock receives the faster 1t 

runs. But it is clear fro» the section on the 

Special Theory of Relativity that the faster a 

clock goes (relative to SP) the greater the 

average frequency of the gravitons that is would 

receive, yet the clock runs slower in this case. 

If one were to Use total gravitational enc»-oy that 

a clock received as a criteria for its rate, a 

contradiction would result. This problen can i>e 

overcome for clocks whose essential nechanisrc is 

embodied in a clock which is simply a rod with 

mirrors fixed at both ends and a devise for 

counting the number of reflections of sone light. 

If one Is following e deterministic viewpoint cf 

physics this model is orobably quite reasonable 

for a number of type clocks In thv sense thct a 

clock is a sequence of cause and effect rclticC 

events where the cause-effect relationship is 

transmitted at the speed of light. Now if one 

assumes that the essential nature of time 1s 
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*1*ply a reflection of the fact that cause-effect 

relationships are not transmitted at an Infinite 

velocity, but always at a finite velocity then 

anything effecting the transaissIon of this 

cause-effect relationship would effect the rate of 

a sequence of these events, consequently the rate 

of a clock. For Instance, in the special theory 

we can assuste, as we did, that the length of a rod 

decreased with increasing velocity because of the 

increase in graviton oonentua brought about by 

this increase in velocity. If there were no other 

effects to consider then we would be forced to 

conclude that this type of clock would run faster 

»s its velocity increased. But If we consider the 

process from the perspective of SP it Is easy to 

see considering both the ewveaent of the apparatus 

and the hrunken rod that the numher of reflections 

would decrease with Increasing velocity. It Is 

also easy to see that this effect does depend 

on the orientation of the rod. To see the 

previous one uses the saaw type reasoning that one 

would use to «plain the negative results of the 
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Michelson-Mcrley fxperirent fro.? ar. aetner 

interpretation. Now as stated ir. U t previous 

paragraph the higher a clock is aiiove the syrfeci 

of the earth the greater the gravuon flux it 

experiences. Therefore a rod *'Ou!d receive r?re 

momentum and therefore would be shorter ( if it had 

the appropriate orientation) than a c'ock nearer 

to the surface of the earth. Then the above type 

clock, since we at) ignore motions in this case, 

would run faster a; its height increased. !ts 

rate in this case vould also be a function cf -tc 

orientation. Of course the previous assumptior 

that a rod bec&fies shorter the higher its altitude 

is in complete disagreement kith the General 

Theory whfích predicts the opposite. We know of no 

experimental evidence one way or another in this 

regard. 

E 

Here we make the following observation 1n regard 

to another derivation of the tiae dilation fornula 
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of the General Theory near a spherical body. 

Within the spirit of GM what is relevant to the 

rate of a clock is the total number of gravitons 

and their average frequency the clock receive? . 

HOVÍ •••'- v-hy this is so, is of course not known. 

Different gravitational fields only effect the 

number of gravitons (we are talking about say two 

clocks at different heights above the earth) and 

not the average freauency which should remain 

constant in this case. In as Isotropic field 

velocity tfould only effect the average frequency. 

It would then seen reasonable to expect that one 

can change ihe number of gravitons or their 

frequency to produce the same effect. That is, 

one would expect to be able to have two clocks 

with the same rate in different Intensity fields 

because one clock could have enough velocity to 

"make up" for the difference in intensity of 

gravitons. So with this assumption one Is lead to 

expect a relationship between velocity and 

intensity of a field. One has such a relationship 

(using the gravitational potential In piece of the 
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gravitational intensity) in the formula 

Mv2/2 +- <M « constant 

which gives the lew of cor.servatior- of energy in a 

gravitational field, where H is the nass, v is the 

velocity and $ is the gravitational potential. 

Choosing v and ? equal to zero at infinity r.afces 

the constant equal to zero. This gives 

v2 - - 2 4 

then using the fcrrMla frtn the special theory 

At • Llo/ J l-vZ/cZ 

one gets 

At - At0/ fuziJcT 

which is the formula one would use In the General 

Theory ar.d is verified by the previcysly n\entioned 

experirents. 
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F 

The section on gravitation shows that GM 1s 

consistent with an inverse square law. General 

relativity says that gravitational forces do not 

quite satisfy an inverse square, and experience 

b"^rs this out (the perihelion of Mercury). This 

is not derivabie from GH yet, but it is not 

necessarily incompatible with GH either. This is 

because GM would only give an inverse Square law 

in the perfect statistical situation, that is in a 

completely uniform distribution of gravite** in 

soace and time. It seem quite reasonable to 

expect that there would be slight deviations froa 

•n Inverse square Is» sssr £ very Uni* body wen 

as the sun. 
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VII PR08LEMS 

In this section several inadequacies of GM 

are discussed. Since no structure has been 

presented to give quantitative predictions, we are 

only referring to problems of a qualitative and 

philosoohical nature. 

A 

To us the most serious objection to GM is of 

a philosophical nature. That is if we are to 

explain gravitational forces from the principle of 

the conservation of momentum, it only seems 

reasonable and desirable that the other forces 

should have en analogous nature. Nuclear forces 

are very complicated, the fact that they vary in 

so many ways with such strange functions of 

distance is not the disturbing part in principle. 

Since because of the very snail distances 

Involved, one would expect the resultant 

statistical deviation of any "photon" flux nttòr a 

nucleous to be vvy great which could lead to saw 
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strange effects. The problem is the existence of 

both attractive and rrp'.'lsive forces. Sir we 

hive this sarre situation with electromagnetic 

forces and we know much rore about then we will 

only discuss them. 

Cor.si^r trying to explain the re^ulssve 

force trst exists say between two electrons by 

usirg the conservation of morae-itum of so^e background 

flux of e;~rcp~iate photons. It car.not be done in 

any direct -irr.er that we can see. It is clear 

that one cannot consider the repulsive force 

arising frcr: the emission of "photons" from the 

electrons r.r.selves and not free the backhand 

sir.ee one vould then have fatal problems with an 

obvious conservation type principle. That is, the 

electrons would eventually run out of these 

"photons". To consider the possibility that they 

are being "replaced" frora universal sources would 

make the situation analogous to gravitons. That 

is, only lead tb an attractive force. 

It 1s known that a small sphere in a one 

http://sir.ee
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directional photon field, Kerker (1974), can irove 

in the opposite cirection to the flux, but this is 

only in the presence of ether objects end r.at ir e 

vacuum. This is because «f the radiometric 

forces. Perhaps one could imagine sorw sirniliar 

type r-ecf.anism in this case to c-~* a repulsive 

force, hut it is hard to see he. to co t-us evn 

by the rather loose standards of this article. 

Another possible way of attack would be to 

Imagine that it was oossitle for sor* "photons" to 

tecor.e trapped between say two natter objects 

constantly bouncing back and forth. Then if the 

objects were "close enough", because of the r.y-.tcr 

of repeated coilisons the "photons" would undergo, 

a repulsive force could result. As the distance 

between the objects grew the force would becone an 

attractive force because the outside flux of 

"photons" would overcc-.e the effect of the 

repeated collisions of the trapped "photons". 

"Close enough" would have significance only 

relative to the "photon" flux or density. One 

could Imagine from the previous that gravitons 
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could cause a repulsive force at very s~4ll 

distances, then a* larger distances cause an 

attractive force ar.d finally at extre-ely large 

distances {say for objects on perip*-?ril of the 

u' .erse) cause s repulsive force açain. 

B 

In the 'actions on Gravitatior zr.ó General 

Relativity it ::i stated that is *as ret necessary 

to sp^ak of the inertia and nonentuff of natter 

objects relative to space but only relative to 

SOT.» *ean distribution of gravitou. Tie question 

of photons having momentum intrinsic to themselves 

was avoided, Me have no satisfactory answer to 

this question. It is rerarked that these "things* 

are a rather special class of objects, namely 

those objects which have no rest «ass, and in an 

"unbound" state always have the velocity c. 

Perhaps therein lies the path to the answer. 
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C 

The p rot lor. of the creation and err ilatior, of 

phctcns as Mr.ifested in pair prcduCt'ior. is sirply 

net even approached by (*M.. 
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VII! THE itPUVVukL SITUATIW 

There a-? currently two qualítativi 

predictions of Z" that would differ frz- the 

existing theory of General " t l i t iv i ty . The f i r s t , 

th»t the length of a rod *cuid oeco-e s'-crter as 

i t ' distance fr; :>e eart* was increased, was 

discussed in Section VI.D. Tins prediction 

required several additional set-.'.*"1.)' reisonable 

assumptions abD r the «ature of t i re . The second 

was prcpcii-' in t*« art icle by 3uOf<r.»ro and lioore 

(1S73). To the S»st of our United eoeri-?nt*l 

knowledge this is a feasible experiment *nich, if 

positive, could dramtically decide Ut*.eer. the 

existing theory of relativity and G." as applieó to 

re la t iv i ty . This experiment is described again 

below (Part D). '..'here also a rore cc-plete 

theoretical discussion is presented tfian the 

limited one In t*st a r t i c l e . First i t is 

necessary to discuss the so called rctor type 

experiment in relationship to the C;:oler Effect. 

I t is assured thst the máer Is basically 

familiar with tr.is type of experir.e.nt (see Ki/ndig , 
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Turner and Hill, Cnampeney el al or Hay et al). 

A 

The rotor type experi'-ort is important 

because it provides, throught the use of the very 

high sensitivity of the I-tossbauer effect, a means 

of comparing the rhythr: of two socially separated 

"clocVs"' 3t exactly ar. angle of 90 decrees ( this 

angle is necessary Lscause otfcc-rv'se the first 

order Ooppler Effect would do.«;r.ate the 

measurements, and Irs prõctice the only way to 

guarantee this ar.rjlc is by the rotation of c v 

"clock" around the other). 

Consider the situation illustrated in figure 

(1). the velocity ü { a vector ) of C2 relative to 

SP 1s to a first appro*ination 

ü =» (v - w Sin(TH), w cos(THJ) 

and 

u • / v V - 2v»; sir.(T!!). 
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so denerdin? on V\, V,(- velocity of C2 re la t ive to 

S0, is sonoti.vos greater than CI and scy^tir.es 

less, varyir.ç between {V -W) / (1 -VA /C ' ' } end 

(v*w)/(Uv \./c2) for TH* - /2 aid T"=3-/2 

respectively. This tren means thst C? sc-etiries 

runs faster tten CI and sor^t iros slower, ir.d has 

approximately the same rhythrr. for sir,{TH)=w/2v. 

B 

Because of this several researchers who also 

advocate a "lorentznn type" theory (see Sacr.orwno 

and Mocrc (157'> for reference) have propeced 

using a rotor experiment tc discover this change 

of rhythn of C2 as a function of angle. This can 

not be done, because when one assumes a 

"preferred" freoe one should also make a 

distinction between the velocity of the emitter 

(source) and absorber (observer) relative to that 

"preferred" frsrne as in classical physics, '..'hen 

one does this it is found chat the ilelativistic 

Doppler Forr.ula is valid. Consequently with this 

type of experiment this angular dependence of 
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rhythn carnct be detected, More accurate1.* ..•-;: 

has been p"-ovotí { 3uonor,ar.o and f'ourc J1974 } ;s 

the following. The Relativistic Oopplcr Fern; la 

is completely derivable fron.: any type theory of 

special relativity which assures the existance o' 

a preferred reference frarr.c, real tiro dilati;-',:, 

real length contractions, and uses the classical 

distinction between the velocity of the source and 

the observer. This is expressed by the fornjla 

v» - v5(l-(ve/c) cos (ep))Yv /(l-(vs/c)cos(ep!>v 

. V S [ 1 - ( H / C ) C O S ( 0 $ ) ) / Y W 

there v» and v are the velocities of the source 

and observer respectively relative to SP. v. and 

v are the frequencies as measured in reference 

frames fixed with the source and observer 

respectively. w is the velocity of the reference 

frame of the observer relative to the reference 

frarae of the source. 0 and 0 ore the angles 

as measured 1n SP and in a reference frame fixed 

with the source respectively, y is 
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Y„ - /7-v7/?"" 

In Vt proof, tre f'rst equation is assured to be 

the "netural" Popplor conrula in such a theory. 

It is just the classical Ooppler formula modified 

in the obvious way relative to the consideration 

of eal time dilations. This proof does not 

depend on the assumption of the invartance of the 

phase of a wave. 

C 

Within the context of the presented theory 

the above result is only valid in an Isotropic 

gravitation field. The reason for this is that 

what sake* the above fornula derivable Is that the 

partfclar expression 

T,« 7 / r1 l-vZ/cZ 

which in turn ft- • reflection of the gravitational 

energy the clock receives es per Assumption 

(II.7), In the casa were there is a Urge 
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anisotrcpy it only soe^s reasonable to ÍSSJ-IC t*jt 

the energy a clock receives would be quite 

direction dependent and therefore expressed by and 

entirely different function of velocity. (".t is 

not inconceivable that the previous fcmula ccjld 

also be derived even 1n this case, but this would 

entail making what would seer» to be, at this 

point, unreasonable- assumptions. !f this cojld be 

done, the below proposed experiment would not 

serve as a test.) This fact can be nade clearer by 

considering the extreme case where the 

gravitational field is entirely fror one 

direction. The gravitational energy a clock would 

receive in this situation is quite direction 

dependent (the reader Is reminded that the 

intensity of the field is always considered to be 

uniform). There 1$ no Inertlal fròme here that 

has the property of the "preferred" frene In an 

isotropic uniform sravitational field, 1r. that 1t 

represents a frame that . eceives the rcinirr.un 

gravitational energy of any other frame in the 

sarn field (set Buonomano (1974) Section 5.C). 
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D 

No- ces id í r tifC cjiperirc.t proposed by 

:'.'_.--o "r.o ar.d roore (1973) v.fr, lh is illustrated in 

Fig-re ?. Here the intensity of the earth's 

gravitational flelc: is tne sa-e at Positions 1 and 

2. "ut at Position 1 the absorber has a velocity 

W into the earth's f i e ld , while at Position 2 i t 

has the velocity W in the contrary direction. 

Therefore, according to the hypothesis that the 

rhythm of a clock is determined by the frequency 

at which i t "perceives" the gravitational waves, 

the absorber nust experience a greater dilation at 

Position 1 than at Position 2. This experiment is 

quite different than the one illustrated ;;. figure 

(1) because of the anisotropy of the f ield due to 

the earth. When the rotor is rotating in the 

piar.e of the earth, there is no anisotropy because 

the earth's gravitational f ield can be Ignored 

with regard to tne velocities of the "clocks" in 

that plane (this nust really be considered an 

assumption) since i t 1s perpendicular to the 

f i e ld . This 1s not the case In the proposed 
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experiment. 

So the prediction is tnat z'. ."esitur-. *., C2 

w i l l have a d i f ferent rhythm. t-.»r. at f av . t i c r 2 

re lat ive to CI , and that tn is •..••:!! :c -= is - j r j ; le 

by the methods used in the aocve edited r o t e 

experiments. This is s t r i c t l y a -_»' " tafve-

predictions since there is no -Jir.e-a-.'.cd* 

franework to give » quanti tat ive ; - c : - : t - i ; ^ . 

,'iote though that t r i s is ir. c is i?ree"ert with 

both the Special and General ~;eorios : f 

Relat iv i ty using the Sch..art2sci.: i d , u&rr zr 

" ro ta t ion" (Poller (1572)} ."«tries. That th is 

qua l i ta t ive predict ion does not ccme fror. t i e 

Special Theory or the " rotat ic r . ' "etn'c is easy to 

see. That i t i s not derivable -s i r . j -.r.e 

Schwartzscnild .'ietric is seer, to f e l l ; . frc~ the 

fac t that a l l the d i f fe ren t ia l s *"• th:s r » f i c trt 

quadratic. This implies tnat t ve d i rec tor , in 

which the absorber Is coving is i r re levant , inú 
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that trc* absorber as a clock v.-ould have the sano 

rhythr at t>-jtn Positions 1 and 2. This ssrsc thing 

essent ia l ly happens witn the Verr f 'etr ic since the 

plane of rotat ion can be chosen { i t only need 

rc-ain perpendicular to the plane of the surface 

of the earth) so that Lhe non-quadratic spacial 

d i f f e ren t i a l s are identical for CZ at both 

Positions 1 and 2. 
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F l Z . - i Z-Z~'.CK 

Figure 1: S a ve loc i ty v re la t i ve to SP. Q'i is 4 clocv 

(gamr^ ray abscber) r;:.-.tir,g in a c i r c le . . i t * a t ; r g - - . * u i 

veloci ty cf w re la t i ve to S. CI is in i c è n t i c i l c*.ock 

(oa-ma ray emitter) fixes, dt t'.e orici '-, of S. \t s e$s-"cc 

to be less than v for convenience. The pla^e 2" the Ciê^-cr 

should be considered as t-.e p*<tr.e of tne surface of the 

ear-th for sorie of the references to th is f i cu r s . 
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FIGURE CAPTION 

Fij'-re 2: Tie rotor is rotating so that its axis of 

rotation is parallel to the surface of the earth. The 

tangential velocity of the absorber is m. Positions 1 

and 2 are equidistant fron the earth. 
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